Undergraduate Research Opportunities

The University of Washington is a research based institution and there are countless opportunities to do research. Students who are interested in research opportunities will want to seek out faculty members who are conducting research in areas that are similar to their own interests. A good place to start is to look at various faculty members' websites to see what they are currently researching in order to determine if it would be a good fit.

Undergraduate Research Program at UW

The Undergraduate Research Program (URP) works toward ensuring that all UW undergraduates who wish to enrich their education with research obtain such experience. The URP facilitates research experiences for undergraduates with UW faculty members across the disciplines.

AMS Research Experiences for Undergrads

Any student who may be interested in REU Summer Programs across the country should look at the American Mathematical Society's list of programs. You can search for various programs around the US that may fit your specific research interest.

AMS Internship Opportunities

Any student who may be interested in Internships or Co-op opportunities may find this list compiled by the American Mathematical Society useful. They list opportunities that are available around the country.

NSF Research Experiences for Undergrads

Any student who may be interested in REU Summer Programs across the country should look at the National Science Foundation's list of programs. You can search for various programs around the US that may fit your specific research interest.
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